LAWN CARE!

What you use to carry away the grass clippings
Wet climates may have problems with __ growing in the lawn
A good, deep __ system promotes a healthy lawn
These animals are very good at cutting down high grass and bushes
The color of a healthy lawn
__ and other small animals can dig up your lawn from the underside
Push-type or riding; it depends on the size of your yard
Grass clippings can be shredded further to create __
Adding __ after aerating promotes new grass growth
Many kinds of __ can spread from lawn to lawn, so control yours
Dogs can __ the lawn by digging or doing their business there
This can keep the lawn where it's supposed to be, not in the walkway
Field __ depend on lawn care for a quality playing surface
You may need to de-__ your lawn to remove dead grass
In colder climates, a lawn may go __ in the winter
High-__ areas may be damaged and require time to regrow
__ puts holes in your lawn to water the roots and promote growth
Grass may be greener on the other side if your __ has a green thumb
The amount of __ a lawn sees should affect your choice of grass type
__ is probably the most important factor in the health of your lawn
Many __ are used in lawn care; dispose of them properly
Bluegrass, bentgrass, and ryegrass, but not __
These fungi are not usually welcome in a lawn
A prolific and hearty weed that loves to multiply
Think of it as food for plants
These come in many varieties, from underground to spinning
__ is the study of plants, which is used in lawn care
You may want to hire a __ if you can't get the results you want
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